(1) Proposition 3.7 (i) ("Any continuous open surjective map of profinite sets admits a continuous splitting") is wrong, see [3, Example 5.6.9] for a counterexample (involving uncountable inverse limits). The origin of the mistake can be traced to confusion about the notion of a "transfinite composition of surjective maps": As observed by M. Kerz, [2], a transfinite composition of surjective maps should be defined as a functor µ → X µ from the set of ordinals less than some fixed ordinal λ, such that for all µ < λ, the map
(2) Proposition 3.8 and the last sentence of Proposition 3.13 (concerning points) should be removed, and are due to misconceptions of the author on the notion of a point of a topos. Note however that as both topoi are coherent, they still admit enough points for abstract reasons. These results were not used in the rest of the paper.
(3) The definition of OB + dR is wrong; as in Brinon's book, [1] , one has to take a suitable p-adic completion of
We correct the definition as follows; the results of the paper are not affected. Fix any affinoid perfectoid
, with perfectoid affinoid completed direct limit (R, R + ) of the (R i , R + i ). Then OB + dR is the sheafification of the presheaf sending U to the direct limit over i of the ker θ-adic completion of
. Here, the completed tensor product is the p-adic completion of the tensor product, and
is the tensor product of the map R + i → R + and the usual map θ : A inf (R, R + ) → R + . In the situation of Proposition 6.10, assume that U ∈ X proét /X K is affinoid perfectoid as above. Then the following strengthened form of Proposition 6.10 is true: For any sufficiently large i, the ker θ-adic completion S i of
, via the map constructed there. In particular, this is independent of i, and in this situation,
as the right-hand side already defines a sheaf on X proét /X. The proof of Proposition 6.10 produces a map
for which the composition
is the identity. We claim that with the corrected definition, also the composite
is the identity; the analogue of this assertion fails with the original definition of OB + dR . It is enough to prove that for each r ≥ 1, the map
is injective, with cokernel killed by a power of p, where
is the multiplication. Moreover, by the proof of Proposition 6.10, there is a map R + i → B dR (R, R + )/ξ r compatible with the maps to R, taking values in some open and bounded subring (B dR (R, R + )/ξ r ) 0 ⊂ B dR (R, R + )/ξ r . We see that the map
is an isomorphism up to bounded p-power torsion by applying⊗ R + i (B dR (R, R + )/ξ r ) 0 to the previous displayed map. By inverting p and using
we conclude.
